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Student Government Holds
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Christmas In Se

First Assembly Meeting
by Colleen Fuller

it a name," he said.

Current news reporter

The Administrative Committee
will oversee and rewrite election rules
to make them more structured. The
committee is chaired by Timothy

problems related to the Evening College and south campus students, and
their participation and input into SGA.
Next on the agenda was the
officer's reports. SGA treasurer, Andy
Masters, reviewed the budget. Masters noted for the assembly that the
budget was available for all students
to see and that any student was free to
visit the SGA offices and see where
SGA dollars are spent.
Katherine Lacey, secretary, reviewed the attendance policy. The
roll call, which is conducted differently this year, revolves around each
organization present receiving a name
plate. Any remaining unclaimed name
plates will be counted absent After
three unexcused absences, the
organization's funding is subject to
cuts and that organization's recognition can be withdrawn.
SGA Historian Kristin Fritch is
researching the history of SGA. She
also keeps a scrapbook and documents the current history. "If we learn
from our mistakes, we can move
forward with progress," Fritch said.

Nearly 100 people attended last
week's Student Government Association (SGA) meeting, which was Martin.
All student concerns and comheld Thursday in the I.C. Penney
plaints are handled by the Grievance
Building.
During this year's fIrst on-campus Committee, headed by Katherine
meeting, assembly members and SGA Lacey.
The Public Relations Committee
officers were inaugurated, to give
plays
an important role in informing
them what SGA President Mike
of upcoming SGA activities.
students
Tomlinson called "a sense of reWayne
T.
Schoeneberg heads this
sponsibility ...
committee.
One of Tomlinson's first anEvents sponsored by the Student
nouncements of the meeting was to
Assembly
are organized by the Spepoint out the differences between the
old and new SGA administrations. cial Events Committee, chaired by
Tomlinson said that the first and most . Darrell Harrelson.
The Legislative Affairs Commitobvious difference would be the way
tee,
chaired by Paul Lewis, will track
that the SGA assembly meetings are
pending
legislation in Jefferson City
conducted.
and
Washington,
D.C., and will conTom O'Keefe, the new SGA asduct
lobbying
in
the interests of the
sembly speaker, distributed the rules
Univyrsity
students.
for parliamentary procedure to "make
Addressing problems of racism is
the meeting run more smoothly. "
handled
by the Minority Affairs
Mike Tomlinson introduced
SG A's nine committees and explained Committee. Christa Heydt heads this
their functions. "These committees committee.
"One of the most important jobs is
Vice President David Roither
are the backbone of SGA. They make
handled
by
the
Constitution
Revision
thanked
the student assembly for a
this organization successful and give
Committee," said Tomlinson. Their successful 1992 EXPO, and told of a
task is to rewrite
planned Homethe current SGA
coming event.
constitution. "The
Roither intronew constitution
duced a motion to
will give more " The new constitution
co-sponsor the
Features
power to the
Homecom in g
will give more power to
people," stated
events with UniSee page ~ for a f~a
Tomlinson. Bill the students. "
versity Program
Ross
heads
the
Board
(UPB)
tUre sJory on whaJ's new
Constitution Re-- Mike Tomlinson scheduledforOct
'. this semester in the Intervision Committee.
SGA President 4. Roithersaid that
'natio1i(il B ouse.
The Alumni
the biggest expenCommittee,
diture on the part
jointly headed by
of SGA would
Karin O'Malley
probably be $600,
and Melissa Green, is in charge of the and that UPB had agreed to match the
30-year Alumni Reunion. Plans are SGA contribution.
under way to locate and invite all of
Roither said that Homecoming
the former SGA presidents and vice- would be the first attempt to bring
presidents.
traditional college activities to the
The South Campus Concerns non-traditional UM-St. Louis camintematiolftil House
Committee, which is currently lackSee SGA, page 2
ing a chairperson, is concerned with
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President Bush announced Friday at McDonne" Douglas that he
has authori zed the sell ing of F-15s to Saudi Arabia. Presidential
opponent Bill Clinton is calling the authorization another gift to
the public to win votes in the November election.

House Members Visit Campus
by Bill Farnsworth
news editor
Members of the Missouri House
of Representatives convened on campus Tuesday in an effort to put " tyfj ssourians First."
Speaker Bob Griffin, D· uuneron,

Faulty Safety Shower

Floods Research Wing
Est.imated Cause: Too Early To Tell
by Heather Edelmann
Current news reporter

A student waS studying in the Research Wing when suddenly he heard a
strange sound emanating from the hallway. He rushed to investigate, discovering a deluge of water flowing throughout
the hallway.
Last Monday night, between 7 and
7:30 p.m., a fourth floor emergency
shower was mysteriously activated,
dumping more than 1,000 gallons of
water into the haUwayand causing "tens
of thousands of dollars of damage," estimated a faculty member who works in
the building.
"We would like to believe that this
was not caused by vandals and that it was
possibly a malfunction, but at this time
we are uncertain," said Lawrence Barton,
chairman of the Chemistry Department
Who triggered the shower and how
they gained entrance to the building is
:. still a mystery to campus police.
Located between Ben ton and S ladler
C3111fJUS Remimf~r
----halls, the Research Wing is equipped
with showers that are used to wash off
11ays, SpOIlany dangerous chemicals or substances
. v~/ireit, f1.Y Care~!" Pll1tethat may contaminate someone's skin or
clothing.
meniSe~iee$, wili~ held
These showers are operated by pull'lo4ay.a;nt1 Wetlne-sd4y itt
ing a chain and are designed to run as
c: v
. , . J,."l.l; · · .
the.· . ~. ~l ejilJ~ .lIlifUN,ng. .
long as the chain is held. An automatic
shut-off spring is supposed to stop the

, . Career

1.

,

I

created Missourians First in February
1991, with a m ission to "carry out
long-range planning to assist the
Missouri House of Representatives in
performing its duties under the law to
promote the welfare of the people of
Missouri."
Missourians First is composed of
nine task force committees, each of
which stud y a different area of need in
the stale of Missouri. The nine committees are: Health Care; Crime Prevention; Environment; Agriculltlre:
Highways and Transportation; Human
Services; Economic Development;
Tourism; and Education.
Griffin said each committee has
already met and done research into its
specific area and has made recommendations as to the possible changes .
in each area.

This meeting was to further define those recommenda ti ons and
possibly fmd ways toimplement them.
Next, the task forces will be asked to:
• Assess progress made toward
achie ving the legislative program it
recommended.
• Adjust its objectives and goals as
required by changing circum stances.
' Proceed with longer term policy
recommendations as recom mended
in their 1991-92 reports .
·Report agrun by November 1992
recommendations for legislative ac!:ions.
Tuesday's meeti ng was called the
St. Louis Regional Dialogue. The
other regions are: Northeast: Southeast; Southwest; Northwest; and the
Kansas City Region.

See FIRST, page 2

Formal Rush Recruits
New Sorority Members
by Colleen Fuller
Current news reporter

water when the chain is released.
"I think that the spring broke after the chain was pulled," said one of
the researchers present during the flood.
The shower continued to run for more than an hour said Judy Leu,a
UM-St. Louis police officer on the scene. Water flooded many of the labs
and other rooms on the fourth floor, and leaked through to the third and
second floors.
.UM-St. Louis Facilities Management personell estimate that some of
the labs' floors were covered with an inch to an inch and a half of water.
Others present during the flood guessed that some rooms were flooded to
a depth of almost three inches .
Dollar amOllllts for the darnagehave yet to be determined. The
equipment must first be tested to evaluate the extent of damage caused by
the flood. Most of the ceiling tiles on the third floor, and some on the
second floor, will also need to be replaced.
Information contained in this story was contributed by Christine
McGraw and Bill Farnsworth, of The Current staff.

in sororitie.s. The three-night e vent
introduced the women to the sororities and gave tl-]em a brief glimpse of
Formal rush may be over, but there life in the different sororities.
are still ways for UM-St. Louis women
Based on what the "rushees"
to get involved in a sorority.
learned in formai rush about the soDelta Zeta, Alpha Xi Delta and rorities and what the sororities were
Zeta Tau Alpha are the three social able to iearn about the rushees, many
sororities for UM-St.Louis students. of L'1e women were asked to join a
Formal rush, which is organized house.
through the Panhellenic Council, was
Although sororities are ofte n reheld Aug. 18, 20 and 22. Through ferred to as "houses," no sorority On
formal, and the current "informal" this campus actually owns or resides
rush, ~rorities are able to recruit new in a house.
members.
After a woman is asked to joi n a
"Rush" is the term used by fra- sorority, she is inductC{i as a "pledge."
ternities and sororities to describe the The term is often taken to mean that
time when students are able to famil- she has pledged to uphold the ideals
iarize themselves with a sorority or of the sorority.
fraternity. It is also a time for the
After s he h as co mpleted
sororities and fraternities to see which "pledgeshjp," a sorority member can
women and men might benefit from be eligible for " irJtiation," or full
membership.
status in the sorori ty. In itiaied memFormal rush was a planned event bers arecommonlyknow n as "actives"
that included all the sororities and the
female students who were interested

See RUSH, page 2
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·HELP WANTED
ALASKA SUMMER
EMPLOYMENT - Fisheries.
Earn $5,OOO+/month. Free
transportation! Room & Board!
Over 8,000 openings. No experience necessary. Male or Female.
For employment program call
Student Employment Services at
1-206-5454155 ext A5746.

.

I

Is your Greek organization or club
. interested in earning $500-$1,500
for one week. on a campus
marketing project? You must be
organized and hard-working. Call
Melanie at (800) 592-2121 ext 123

Part-time child care position
available on-<:ampus . For more
information call Lynn Navin at
553-5658.
Computer Lab Assistants
Student Teachinil Assistants
Great experience before you graduate. On-campus and West County locations. Day and evening hours.
Computer and communication skills
preferred. Pick up an application at
543 Lucas Hall. Ask for Rita Anderson if you have any questions.

r..' The
- - -----------------~
Current Classified Order Form
-

For Sale/Help Wanted/Personals

CLASSIFICATION

II1UICII
lMgIIt
of

LJnry 1IItIrn....
. fUll TrII'fC3 - ALL stJIJEl:TI
()tIIJ ('&!ilg TIXIay ..-n 't\sli fMC IJ coo

800·351·1222
Wanted: Person(s) interested in carpool from South County or South City.
My schedule is Monday, Wednesday
and Friday, 9 a.m. - 12 p.m. and Tuesday 7 p.m . - 9:30 p.m. I am willing to
stay later. If interested call 487-6928
anytime.

- -

FREE FOR
STUDENTS

MESSAGE:

GREEI(S & CLUBS

RAJSEACOOL

'1000

IN JUST ONE WEEKI
PLUS $1000 FOR 'IHE
MEMBER WHO CAllS!
No obligation. No CXlSt.
You alIo jet a FREE

HEADPHONE RADIO
julibcanm,

FOR omCE UIE ONLY'
II.Uf:

1~932-O5l8, Ext. 6!

------------------_ ...

L!_W.'+'i!Fi!d@€Mi,,,,.LI!555""WHif!i:i.J .

FOR SALE

MISCELLANEOUS

PERSONALS

House: 2845 N. Hanley (l mile from
campus). For sale: 24,900. For lease
$350 a month. For details call
878-9311 or 842-478l.

BOOKS BOUGHT
We buy thousands of books
weekly. We have 80,000 books.
A COLLECTOR'S BOOKSHOP
6275 Delmar, University City
Delmar Loop.
Open 7 days a week.
Call 721-6127
for more information.

Congratulations to Alpha Xi
Delta's New Pledge Class!
We Love You!

1986 FIERO SE
Air, Stick, 6 cyl.
power windows, sunroof
$3,900 or cash +
take over payments
For more details call Pat 965-2931
1977 TOYOTA COROLLA
Runs great!
Good in town car, new exhaust
system and battery. Must sell, call
Fola: 553-6438 (Daytime)
426-5367 (Night)
1988 DUCATI PASO
Low miles, perfect condition
$4,500 or best offer.
Call 423-4407 (Leave Message)
1980 TRANS-AM
Auto, Air, AM/FM,
V8, Good Condition!
Asking $2,500
Call 949-5292
1990 HYUNDAI SONATA
5 speed, NC, power
windows, locks, cruise,
maroon with grey interior
16,xxx miles
Asking $10,000
Call 481-2067

!

Your Sisters in Alpha Xi Delta

~~

JOIN US IN BIBLE STUDY,
SHARING AND PRAYER
Mondays from 3-4 p.m. in University Center 266. Led by Newmen
Center and Wesley Foundation. For
more information, call 385-3000.

WANTED: Triumph, Norton or
~SA motorcycles any condition.
CASH $$$ Paid.
Call Wes 965-8351

ROOMMATE WANTED:
2 bedroom/2 bathroom apartment
Two pools, tennis court, weight
room . Nice place, cheap rent.
McDonnell Blvd & 1-270. For more
information, call 895-2629.

To The Sisters of Delta Zeta:
Congratulations on a great Rush .
We wish you a good semester.
Your Sisters in Alpha Xi Delta

~~

To The Sisters of
Zeta Tau Alpha:
Congratulations on a great Rush.
We wish you luck with C.O.B.
Your Sisters in Alpha Xi Delta

~~I

,

SGA from page 1

RUSH from page 1
AROUND the WORLD in 101 DAYS

or "initiates."
Those women who did not take
part in formal rush may participate in
informal rush, or rush that is not
structured.
"Informal rush is organized
through each individual sorority ," said
Alpha Xi Delta member Wendye

With College Credit

SEMESTER at SEA
Information available in
Lobby of the University Center
Wednesday, September 16th

•

Mariam.

10 a.m. - 1 p .m.

Alpha Xi Delta took 11 new
pledges as a result of formal rush.

...

.

~

(EDUCATIONAL- RESEARC'H-SERVIC'ES -.
P.O. BOX 3006
BOSTON, MASSACHUSETTS 02130

They now plan on adding three more
people during informal rush . "We're
not looking for quantity ," Mariam
said, "we wanta quality ,smaller group
of close girls." Approximately75 to
80 percent of Alpha ' s pledges are
initiated into the sorority. Whether a
pledge is initiated usually depends
upon the pledge's grade point average.
"Delta Zeta is looking for excited,
motivated girls," said Delta active
Christine Gallagher. Eight "girls are
pledging Delta Zeta, three of whom
went through formal rush. About 95
to 100 percent of girls who pledge

become initiated, according to
Gallagher.
Ten formal rushees and approximately 20 informal pledges have been
accepted by Zeta Tau Alpha. The
sorority initiates 80 percent of their
original pledges . "A quality sister [a
pledge] should express the qualities
of a Zeta," said Zeta member Tina
Vogel. "She should be honest, loyal
and fun to be around."
Although not all pledges are initiatedinto a sorority ,manyfmd that life
as a "Greek" on campus can be rewarding, fun and a great way to meet
new people.

pus.
Plans to expand the J.C. Penney
Building were announced by
Tomlinson in his report. He said that
one of his goals is to provide each
student organization available space
in the new expansion.
Tomlinson presented motions to
annex the construction lot behind
Clark Hall as a student parking lot, as
well as to recognize the Inter-Campus
Council (ICC), a body that will serve
to represent the interests of all of the
students in the four campuses of the
University of Missouri system.
Tomlinson also said that the ICC will
.allowfor more communication among
student leaders of the campuses to
better serve students.

FIRST from page 1

Scholarships, Fellowship,
Grants, & Loans
MILLIONS OF DOLLARS IN SCHOLARSHIPS, FELLOWSHIPS, GRANTS AND SPECIAL
STUDENT AID FUNDS .GO UNUSED EVERY YEAR BECAUSE STUDENTS SIMPLY
DON'T KNOW WHERE TO APPLY OR HOW TO GET THEIR SHARE.
THE SECRET IN LOCATING MONEY FOR COLLEGE, UES IN YOUR STRATEGY. YOU
NEED ST~P-BY -STEP INFORMATION ON WHAT ,A.lD IS AVAILABLE AND HOW YOU
CAN GET IT. THE TIME TO START IS NOW! YOU CAN APPLY AS EARLY AS YOUR
JUNIOR YEAR IN HIGH SCHOOL, OR DURING YOUR UNDERGRADUATE OR
GRADUATE STUDY. AID CAN BE USED AT ANY ACCREDITED COLLEGE OR TRADE
SCHOOL.
THIS DIRECTORY WILL PROVIDE INFORMATION FOR STUDENTS OR INDIVIDUALS
WISHING OR ATIENDINGHIGH SCHOOLS, BUSINESS SCHOOLS, TECHNICAL
SCHOOLS, GRADUATE SCHOOLS, LAW SCHOOLS, MEDICAL SCHOOLS,
VOCATIONAL INSTITUTIONS, UNDERGRADUATE SCHOOLS, RESEARCH
PROGRAMS, AND LEADERSHIP PROGRAMS.
OPPORTUNITIES ARE READY AND WAITING FOR YOU. REGARDLESS OF YOUR
PARENTS INCOME. YOUR FINANCIAL CIRCUMSTANCES. OR YOUR GRADE POINT
AVERAGE! FOR EXAMPLE. THERE'S MONEY AVAILABLE FOR CHILDREN OF
DIVORCED PARENTS. VETERANS. OR UNION MEMBERS,

.. .. . . . . .... .... ... , .... .. ... . .. .. .. . . ... .. ....
_ _ _ PLEASE SEND ME A COpy OF THE SCHOLARSHIP DIRECTORY
ENCLOSED IS $25_00
NAME:

-----------------------------------------------------ADDRESS:
----------------------------------------------------

•

1326 Florissant Road
2 blocks from the
We Treat You Right brazier
Mark Twain
I

. ..

Register With Career Placelnent Services

Career Placement will
help you find a paid job
related to your degree!
While you're still in school!

Griffin says regional meetings are
to give citizens the opportunity to
discuss the formulation of the proposals of the task forces.
UM-St Louis Chancellor Blanche
M. Touhill delivered her welcome
speech after Griffin had welcomed
the representatives, committee members and citizens to the dialogue.
Touhill said that, among the nine
committees, she was "most interested
and concerned with education."
"I believe strongly that education,
though not the only needy service in .
Missouri, is the singular issue that ·
links the entire state and all the committees,"'she said.
Touhill finished her speech when ·
she said, "As an educator, as a chan- ·
cellor, as a St. Louisan, I respectfully
ask you, Speaker Griffin, and all of
the members of the historic Missourians First Task Force to improve the
conditions of education, not only in
St Louis, but throughout the state.
This is not a time to pull back, but ~
time to move forward."

OVER WORKED?
Got a big paper due next week
and no time to spare?

CI1Y: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ STATE: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ Z1P: _ _ _ __

308 Woods Hall • 553·5111

MAIL ORDER FORM TO:

Sophomores &Juniors -Co-op &Internships .
Seniors -Jobs upon Graduation

EDUCATIONAL RESEARCH SERVICES
P.O. BOX 3006
BOSTON, MASSACHUSETTS 021~O

. , _' . ' , . ... , . • • ,.... . .... ; .'.lJ:~ ·

•
•
•
•

We can help:
Custom Research
Graduate literature
searches
Comprehensive SUbject .
bibliographies
Editing and typing
services

995--2633

4
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Politics Blind Thee
At the risk of putting fresh kindling on hot coals ready to spark, it is
unavoidable to suppress the regurgitation of this topic.
The key words-Hazelwood East. The year-1983.
On March 13 of that year, Hazelwood East Principal Gene Reynolds
made the biggest mistake of his life. After reviewing the flats of a six page
student newspaper, Reynolds found a story about teenage pregnancy in
which specific names were included. Because, he said, no student editors
were available and the substitute journalism instructor and publications
adviser could not be reached, Reynolds took it upon himself to pull two
controversial pages of the paper.
Reynolds claims the school superintendent had instructed him, because
of ftnancial reasons, to always keep the paper at a maximum of four pages.
This very well could be true.
Reynolds also claims he had the best interest of the paper in mind
because it was the [mal deadline, no one could be reached and if it didn't
,__,
go to press then, at four pages, it wouldn't have been published.
Outraged at the censorship of their newspaper, the students made
copies of the censored stories, distributed them around campus and
contacted the American Civil Liberties Union (ACLU).

TUltlO"-lj

In short, the rights of student press were lost in the district level courts.
The decision was overturned in the 8th U.S. Circuit Court of Appeals and
in 1988, to the disbelief of both student and professional journalists, the
U.S. Supreme Court handed down its decision upholding that of the district
level.
Since the Hazelwood decision, reports of censorship of high school
papers have more than tripled, according to the Student Press Law Center
in Washington, D.C.
This past weekend, a panel was assembled to discuss the proposed
Missouri "Student Freedom of Expression Bill." The bill was written to
counteract the high court's 1988 ruling.
Favoring the Hazelwood ruling were Reynolds and Martin Duggan, the
Conservative host of the popular Donnybrook Show and former editorial
page editor of the defunct St. Louis Globe-Democrat. Opposing the high
court's ruling w~re Franklin McCallie, principal of Kirkwood High SchooL
and attorney Mark Sableman, a partner with the St. Louis law firm of
Thompson and Mitchell.
Martin Duggan said when he was an edi tor at the Globe, he didn't need
the permission of the writers to change or even pull a story.
"1 was their boss and they couldn't run off to the Supreme Court when
I did (edit a story)."
What Duggan doesn't understand is that Reynolds was not the students'
boss nor their editor. He was their principal.
Regardless, when an editor makes changes he or she should do so in
cooperation with the writer. Reynolds let no one know what he was doing,
which was censoring the Hazelwood East student newspaper.
This decision has strongly affected the journalism profession, "We're
all feeling the effects," said one audience member.

Some Evening Students
Too Busy For Services

The First Amendment has been tread upon and without the support and
passage of the proposed bill, the set precedent will become stronger and the
200-year-old amendment deeply will be dented.
Dear Editor:
As a former editor Duggan should understand this but, as is so common
The journalism tactics of your
in politics, he is looking toward his own future and not toward the good of
managing editor Max Montgomery
the people.
are showing through. He focused on
part of the letter from Paul Reininger
and failed to give some of the better
points mentioned more than one
paragraph. After complimenting Carol
White, editor of the Evening Tide, he
goes on to completely disqualify some
of my husband, Paul Reininger's
points, He only gives one paragraph
to the points of bad directions and the
lack of signs on the campus, Then, he
goes on to say that it is the student's
choice to make use of the facilities.
Should it have been my husband's
"choice" to pay the fees, them maybe
he would choose to utilitze them. But,
the complaint was to having to pay
the fees, without a question as to
choice. And I'm sure that getting involved on campus is a good thing, but
my husband works Monday-Friday

and then has class two nights a week
and has to study at least two other
nights a week. That does not leave
time for a wife, a son, and another on
the way ,let alone getting involved on
campus, I know that going to school is
his choice and he is getting plenty of
support, but I do not appreciate the
fact that my husband's opinion' is
getting badgered the way it is. Carol
White encouraged him (or I) to write
a letter about ourconcems, It was also
Ms. White who told us that the Student
Health Center closed at 5:00 p.m.
coming from a college with adequate
directional signs and help and no additional "fees," I feel that the points
were valid and were made with the
knowledge that was given to us, I'm
very glad to read that the student
activity fee finances part of The
Current. It is nice to have this to
express our views.
Barb Reininger

Evening College Clarifies
Hours Of Health Services
Dear Editor:
I am writing in response to Max
Montgomery's column ofAugust 31,
1992. In his piece he was gracious
enough to acknowledge the Evening
College Council newsletter-The
Evening Tide. Thanks, the Council
appreciates the supportive recognition.
However, Montgomery criticized
Paul E. Reininger's commentary,
printed in the August issue of The Tide,
specifically regarding services offered
to the Evening College students.
Montgomery believes Reininger
was "wrong" when he wrote (in August) that the Student Health Services
in Woods Hall closed at 5:00 p.m.,
which doesn 'tseem equitable to those
paying for services not rendered,
There's more to the Health Center
controversy than that At the time
Reininger penned his letter to The
Tide,hewascoITectEveningstudents
had just been through a summer with
no Student Health Services available
in the evenings. According to Phyllis
Lee, Coordinator of the Center, hours
were reduced to serve only day stu-

dents since the budget cuts hit November 1991.
Thankfully, the hours of operation have changed allowing all UMSL
students access-not merely the day
students. Montgomery was cOITectin
saying the offices are open MondayThursday until 8:30p.m., because the
hours were extended as of August 24,
1992.
Highlights of the services Evening
College students missed since November 1991: a place to rest when
feeling ill or weak, fIrst-aid for immediate care; diagnose injuries,
emergencies with referrals to physi-'
cians or hospitals, over the counter
meds for what ails you: Tylenol,
Maalox, Kaopectate .. ,etc., handicapped parking stickers, sports
physical/wine testing, hearing tests
by appointmen4 immunizations for
new students, and insurance information.
For an institution the size of
UMSL, the Student Health Center is a
necessary service for the large amount
of people on this campus in the
evening. According to Don Morris,
Assistant Registrar in Admissions, as
of September 9, 1992 (with prelimi-

PB Events Do Not
nterfere With School
Dear Editor:

tel. Of this $7.17, $1.08 is payed
We, the members of the Uni- into the Student Activities Fund.
versity Program Board (UPB) read These fees are allocated by the
with intrest the letter written by Paul Student Activity Budget Committee
Henroid in the August 24th edition (SABC) to various student organiof The Current, Paul's letter per- zations such as Forensics and Debate,
tained to the spending of campus Student Government, Association
money forentertainrnent events such of Black Collegians, Evening Colas the Ralph Butler Band instead of lege, and many others,
education.
The University Program Board
Paul, we would like to point out is a group of dedicated students who
your misconceptions regarding the work very hard to bring entertainfunding for an event such as the ment and cultural events to the diI Ralph Butler band, Funding for UPB
verse campus community of UMevents comes from Student Activi- St. Louis. EXPO, Mirthday, College
ties fees which are pan of the Student Bowl, Wednesday Noon-Live,
Facility and Student Activity fee educational lectures, poetry readsection of your tuition bilL Money ings, comedy events, and the CBS
for class room activities are paid in TV college tour are just some of the
part by the education fees section of types of programs we have brought
your itemized tuition statement. The 'to UM-St Louis in the past and will
remaining part of your educational continue to do so in the future,
fees are supplemented by state and
In closing we would encourage
federal tax money. It is this area of Paul or any other conscintious stustate and federal suppon to higher dent to become a member of UPB
education which has suffered the and be part of this unique student
most due to huge cut backs over the organization,
last few years. These budget cuts
Interested students can apply for
have greatly affected all members of the Board by stopping by our office
the UM-St. Louis community.
at 272 University Center, or by
Money for student activities calling 553-553 L
comes from the student facility and
student activity fees paid by every
Darre!! H!!rrelson
Chair ofUPB
student at a rate of $7.17 a credit
hour, up to a maximum of $86.04 for
T!m Humphr:-:y
12 or more credit hours each semesVice·Chair

nary figures), 4,481 students are attending evening classes. Thi~ Joesn '(
include the faculty and staff working
the late shift Out of the grand total of
students registered for Fall 1992
classes (11,879), 37.5% of UM-St
Louis students study in the evening.
The Student Health Center will
undergo a review of services and again
the evening hours may be injeopardy,
I hope the hours will continue to be
acceptable to the Evening College
population. I agree with Paul
Reininger when he writes of the limited summer hours, "The three dollar
Health Services fee for all students
doesn't seem fair since that office is
not open after 5:00 p.m. Evening
students are paying fOF a service they
will never be able to access."
Carol Wagemann White
Editor, The Evening Tide
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Do you want
to write
a guest
commentary?
Call 553- 5183
and ask for
.chelle or Max.
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You Won It Find Pancakes
At This International House
by Mick Bagby
Current features reporter
Of the more than 13,000 students
on the UM-St. Louis campus, 339 of
them are a little special. They are
recognized by the way they dress,
some by the way they look and still
others by the way they sound.
When brought together, they resemble the residents of the city of
Babel; each with his or her own language, culture and beliefs. These
students are all members of the InternationaIStudent Organization (ISO),
and the place where they gather is the
International House.
Located at 7946 Natural Bridge
Rd., across from Woods Hall, the
International House is more than a
meeting place for international students. It is place for any student to go
to study, play tab Ie tennis, watch T.V.
or socialize.
On the mantle of the In ternational
House are 63 flags representing each

country with . students studying at
U M -St. Louis. Many of them are
exchange students. Others, such as
ISO president and native of Malaysia, Mohammed Shafiee Mohammed
Taib (''P. E." for short), are sent by
their native governments to enhance
their professionals skills.
American students should not feel
uncomfortable about visiting the In-,
ternational House, said Sabine
Janssen, secretary of ISO and a native of Germany. After all, "We are
not truly international without
Americans ."
American students interested in
studying abroad are encouraged to
visit the International House. Records
are kept for all international students,
so students wishing to travel could
contact a student, past or present,
from the country they will visit to
better preparefor their journey. Conversely, American students here can
help orient newer international students to the St Louis area.

Campus Crime?

~:?'~~~~~~~:1:

by Brad Touche
jack-of-all-medias

photo: Timm Eu

Mohd Shafie Mohd Taib, a Malaysian student talks to a friend on the
phone. He is the President ofthe International Students Organization.
Students are encouraged to come by and visit or join the organization .
Any student interested in joining
the ISO is jpvited to a luncheon at the
Internatiof-?lHouse W ednt:.3day, Sept
9, at noon. TIlL; semester, ISO is
planning a float trip with the Anthro-

pology Oub on Sept 20. In November, ISO will sponsor International Week. Events are scheduled
to showcase as many cultures as
possible, and all students areinvite<t

once we purchase the thing. They
kind of counteract each other. (Did
you ever notice how happy all the
employees at the bookstore are? They
must be getting a commission.) .
Once the little helpers give us all
of our texts, we wobble over to stand
in a line that makes one wonder if
they're selling U2 tickets ·up there
somewhere.
Now we've got time to kill. S a we
start looking at the prices of our new
books. $40, $45, .. . wait - $65!!!
What's this thing made of? Brazilian
Rain Forest paper? And then we hit
the notebooks. Seventy-five cents?
For a notebook? Those cheesy little
spiral binders had better be made of
titanium. (Just as a side note, how can
we explore the outer reaches of our
oWn Solar system, but we can't come
up with a notebook with a spiral that
won't warp-out and become a lethal
fishhook for our fmgers and other
books?)
As we get closer to the check-out
stand, we pass all these little extras
that really have nothing to do with
school. But since we still have a blank
check, it's shopping time! Can you
say, "BOUNCE?" I knew you coUlO.
Sure, we need felt tip markers in every color and that four-pack of highbias Dolby encoded Memorex tapes
so we can hear our professors in stereo. Hey, it's only money!
When we finally get to the register (now she's smiling - she must be
on commission, too), the lady tells us
all of our useless j'unk is 1 percent
off. How do they give us 10 percent
off of 75 cents? Do we get seven or
eight cents back? Most likely seven.
Then as magically as our three-digit
total appears, our desire for all this
junk disappears. We suddenly fmd
ourselves trying to put the useless
junk back on the shelves in a futile
attempt to keep our checkbooks from
laughing at us in public.
Then we're off - to work at our
jobs where overtime doesn't look SO
bad anymore - just so we can try to .
breathe life into our now comatose
checking account
Of course, then there's the book
buyback. The site of the second robbery. This is where we get a quarter
back for that $65 book we bought four
months ago (these guys are smiling
too - of course, all of us smile while
we're screwing someone). Sometimes
we get nothing for our books. I had a
big book by Chaucer that they
wouldn't take back because of the . generic response, · ·~'Oh, they're re- ·
writing this book for next year."
Rewriting Chaucer? Does he
know about this? Is he getting a
commission from the new book sales?
Then more questions enter our
heads. Questions like: Why is this
guy still standing? Why haven't I
flattened him yet? What time does he
get off work? Is this bookstore'

"

Being the financially aware student
I am (translation: I know my wallet's
empty), I've discovered a major crime
occurring twice a semester on this
campus in vol ving theft And everyone
student here is a victim. It happens
every time one of us helpless little
degree-seekers walks into the bookstore.
OK, OK, I know. You're saying,
"Yes, we all knO~' about the bookstore. So what?" Well, here's what.
Have you ever sat back and watched
this most heinous of crimes in action?
It isn't pretty.
The first time we get victimized is
at the beginning of the semester. The
bookstore hires two people to help us
wandering sheep find the 40-pound
text we need. I assume the instructors
figure it's no big deal giving us a

Due to the reauthorization bill
recently passed by congress:

10% DISCOUNT FOR STUDENTS

Call 423· 1335 for. • •

ALL
STU DENT
LOAN
APPL ICATIONS

·ORGANIZING GROUPS & GAMES
·EQUIPMENT & SUPPLIES
'PAINT, C02 & ALL OTHER SUPPLIES
·NEW & USED EQUIPMENT
·INFORMATION & CLINICS
·AIRSMITHING & EQUIPMENT REPAIR
·COMPLETE LINE OF MILITARY SURPLUS CLOTHING
& OTHER CLOTHING
.·CAMPUS DELIVERIES VIA REPS

°

for the fall semester must
be in by Sept. 15 at 7 p.m •.
Student Financial Aid Office

209 Woods Hall

"I EAR ORE
THAN MONEY AT UPS.
I EARN RESPECT."
"When you do a good job at
UPS YOll get noticed. I even got
promoted. Now I'm a supervisor.
Not bad for only working part-time
and still carrying a full class load. I
like being a success.
"I like going to the bank,
too. When I started at UPS I made
almost $10,000 a year working
about four hours a day, five days
a week.·And then along come my
promotion--and a nice raise. I've
worked before, but no other company ever treated me like this.
Most students work in Operations.
, But they do get openings in Accounting, Industrial Engineering,
I.S. and Customer Service. They're
all gr2 at jobs.
"At UPSthe money isgood,
but being appreciated forwhat you
do is even better. I like that."

equipped with a sprinkler system?
Relax. Go buy a Zagnut bar with
. your new-found pocket change. You '11
be back after Christmas to go through
it all over again. If you can mortgage
your house by then.

I'm Here
When You Need Me
, -" . '

,

.......... - ..~
~

. - _.

Openings exist at the UPS Earth
City Facility. For more informcttion,
or to apply for an interview~
call 553-5317 or visit 346 Woods Hall.
We are an equal opportunity employer.

I

*I

WORKING FOR STUDENTS WHO WORK FOR US.

~
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\
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CIRRUS.

The AutolDat'i~ Teller
Normandy Bank Customers, get your application at the facility in University Center
or call us at 383-5555. Ifyou have your accountat another bank, your ATM card can
be used at the machine in University Center if it has.aJlankMate or Cirrus symbol on it.
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MONDAY,
SEPT. 14 '
MONDAY NOON SERIES
The Conquest of America through
Spanish Eyes. William Maltby,
Professor of History. 12:00 p.m. in
Room 229 of the J.C. Penney
Building.
BIBLE STUDY
You are invited to join a group
sponsored by Newman Center and
Wesley Foundations Campus
Ministries. The group meets each
Monday from 3:00 to 4:00 p.m. in
room 266 of the University Center
to study a Biblical passage, reflect
on what it means in today's world,
share our concerns and pray.

TUESDAY,
SEPT.1S
DOING BUSINESS IN AND
WITH AUSTRALIA
Australia Week 1992 in St Louis:
Seminar discussing financial,
accounting, tax, legal and other
aspects of conducting business in
Australia and with Australians.

The all day seminar includes
continental breakfast, lunch and
concludes with cocktail hour, at the
Ritz-Carlton St Louis. $7 per
person. Reservations required. Call
Susan Brown at 259-1631.

WEDNESDAY,
SEPT. 16
CHILD DEVELOPMENT
CENTER
The University Child Development
Center is holding an open house
from 6:30-8:00 p.m. The center is
located on the Merillac Campus in
Room 130 South Campus Classroom Building.

THURSDAY,
SEPT. 17
"CHINA'S REFORM POLICIES
AND U.S. - CHINA RELATIONS"
The Honorable Zhu Qizhen,
ambassador to the U.S. from the
People's Republic of China, will
give a public address at 1:30 in
Room 126 of the J.C. Penney
Building.

FRIDAY,
SEPT. is
SILO X HAUNTED HOUSE
SILO X opens tonight at 8:00 and
continues through Halloween night,
October 31. It is located on
Meremac Station Road just West of
Highways 44 and 141 in Peerless
Park and is open Tuesdays through
Sundays. Admission is $8.00.
SPANISH VIDEO CLUB
The Spanish Video Club presents
La Cucaracha at 8:00 p.m. in Room
110 of Clark Hall. Free admission.
ARGENTINIAN SPEAKER
The Hispanic-Latino Association
presents Argentinian culture
speaker Sabina Molender from
Springboard to Learning. J.C.
Penney Building, Room 72, from
2:00 - 3:00 p.m.

page

For more infonnation, call SUC at
348-2633.

Celebrity Auction and Concert at
the Center of Contemporary Arts
with items donated by musical
theatre giants, writers, directors and
composers. The concert is at 7:00
p.m. and the auction begins at 8:00
p.m .. The Center is located at 524
Trinity in University City. For mOl:e
infonnation, call 773-6526.

medical coverage for laid-off
McDonnell Douglas employees and
their families. The session will be
held in the Blue Cross and Blue
Shield of Missouri cafeteria at 4444
Forest Park at 9:30 a.m. More
infonnation and answers to questions are also available by calling

ABORIGINAL ART EXHIBIT
AND SLIDE LECTURE
Australia Week 1992 in St Louis:
Mary Reid Brunstrom, director of
the Austral Gallery, will present a
slide lecture at Trout Lodge, YMCA
of the Ozarlcs in Potosi, MO. The
exhibit and lecture are free. Call
9424002 for more infonnation

AFRICAN CE~EBRATION
The St. Louis Zoo presents
"Sikukuu!", a celebration of African animals and culture.
Sikukuu! is part of the St. Louis
African Arts Festival, scheduled
for Sept. 18-20. For more information, call 781-3613.

SATURDAY,
SEPT. 19

HISPANIC-LATINO
ASSOCIATION DANCE
A benefit dance featuring Latin
dance music will be held at the
Sheldon Ballroom at 3648 Washington Ave. from 8:00 p.n1. to 1:00 a.m.
The tickets are $7.00 in advance,
$8.00 at the door or $5.00 at the
door' with a student LD. The band is
the Latin Solution Orquestra.

CELEBRITY AUCTION AND
CONCERT
The New Line Theatre is holding a

CARING PROORAM FOR
CHILDREN
An infonnational session about free

DANCE AUDITIONS
The Dance Company of St.
Charles will hold auditions for its
1992-93 season. The auditions
will take place at the Perfonning
Arts Centre at 226 1/2 North Main
Street in St Charles. For more
infonnation about the auditions or
the company call 946-6787 or 9465663.

658-4766 9r 1-800-392-&740.

CONTI NUING
Holly Ro be rts
Painted
Photographs:
Recent Work
Gallery 210
210 lucas Hall
Continuing
through Oct. 3.
For hours and
information, please
call 553·5975

SUNDAY
SEPT. 20
FREE JAZZ PICNIC
The St. Louis Jazz Club presents a
Free Jazz Picnic and Jam Sessions
at Sylvan Springs Park from noon
to 8 p.m. Bands included are the
Arthur Brown Jazz Band, Dixie
Wildcats, and the Pete Allen Jazz
Band. Food and drink available.

University of Missouri-St. Louis Campus Crime Report
The following criminal
incidents were reported
to campus police during
the period Aug. 17 - Sept.
9, 1992. If readers have

information that could
assist the police investigations, they are urged to
call 553.:5155. This information is provided by

No maHer what your
grades or family income!
That's what many rich,

college funding sources are
promising, and delivering! You
get at least six sources or

you owe us nothing!
Free Information.
WRITE: Student Relourcel AuocIatJont
Dejrt. UMS • POB 792 • BoilY., MO •
65613-2218

campus police as a public
service to promote
awareness. Remember crime prevention is a
community effort!

minor disturbance with a staff
member at Marillac Hall was arrested after police discovered that
the subject had two outstanding
warrants.

8-26-92
Eight pair of biking shorts were
reported stolen from the Mark
Twain laundry room.

A student reported observing a
subject removing a wallet from a
backpack. The theft was observed
on the first floor of Thomas
JeffersonLibrary. The subject was
arrested and warrants are pending.

8-27-92

, 8-24-92
A desktop copy machine was sto8·17·92
len from the second floor hallway
A staff member reported that of the South Campus Service
persons unknown stole four hub- Building between 5 p.m. on 8-21caps from her vehicle while it was 92 and 12:30 p.m. on 8-23-92.
parked on Lot "I" between the
hours of 8 a.m. and noon.
A faculty member reported that

A student's wallet containing cash.
credit cards and miscellaneous
papers was stolen in Rm.103,
Stadler Hall, between 11 :45 and
11:55 a.m.

9-5-92

Between 7:30 p.m. on 9-4-92 and
11 a.m. on 9-5-92, a faculty
member's wallet and checkbook
were stolen from his desk.

8-31-92
Various items of workout clothing
three stained glass ornaments were were stolen from a student's locker
8·21·92
stolen froIr.. Rm. 121, South in the Mark Twain men's locker
A subject who was involved in a
Campus Oassroom Building be- room. The theft occurred sometween 5:30 p.m. on 8-21-92 and 11 time during the week between 8a.m. on 8-24-92.
25-92 and 8-31-92,
8·25-92
9-3-92
A staff member's watch, wallet Persons unknown stole a wallet
and lock were stolen form a locker from a locker in the Mark Twain
in the Mark Twain men's locker men's locker room between 11: 15
room between 7 and 7:30 p.m.
and 11 :45 a.m.

9-8-92

A staff member reported that, between the hours of 9:30 a,m, and
2:15 p.m., four pair of ladies
spandex shorts were stolen from
the Mark Twain laundry room,
9-9-92
A student reported that the right
front tire of his car was stolen
from his car that was parked on the
third level of Garage "N" between
9:30 and 11 :45 a.m.

.
A student reported that, while her
car was parked on the second level
of Garage "C" between 12 and 3
p.m., someone stole her license
plate tab from one of the license
plates.

PREGNANT?
• FREE TEST, with immediate results detects
pregnancy 10 days after it begins.

B

• PROFESSIONAL COUNSELING &
ASSISTANCE. All services are free
and confidential.

While a student was working, his
bookbag was stolen from the dock
of University Center.

BirthricJhl SiOCl! 1971

During a break from class in Rm.
409, o ark Hall, a student's wallet
containing cash, credit cards and
identification was stolen from his
bookbag.

Brentwood. •• 962-5300 St. Charles. ••••• 724-1200
Ballwin ••••• 227·2266 Hampton South .• 962-3653
Bridgeton ••• 227-8775 Midtown........ 946-4900
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Wildcats: Lose Horne Opener 2-1
by Russell L. Korando
sports editor

Sports Scribes
Should Tell Story;
Not Beat Up On
Players And Fans
by Russell L. Korando
sports editor

In Joan Didion's essay, "Why I
write," she says writing can be an
aggressive, even sometimes hostile
act.
Following this theory is simple
enough. A writer states his opinion.
This is done forcefully in editorials,
but newswriters must use more subtle
approaches in their attack. In both
cases, though, the reader is their prey.
Sportswriters seem to be a different breed. Given to slovenly dress or
being overweight, a sportswriter is
usually everything a polished athlete
isn't.
Given the range of topics and
chances to adapt imagery to a story,
the sportswri ters tends to see athletics
in an aesthetic light. Word play and
sport'} jargon are important
It would be monotonous to read
the same action verb used over and
over. In baseball, instead of having to
write homerun every time, a writer
can substitute words like: blast,
longball, tater, roundtripper ... etc.
A sportswriters opinion pervades
game stories, straight-sports news
stories, and of course, columns. The
sportswriters at the St. Louis PostDispatch typify the hostility Didion
mentions.
Post scribes get away with their
badgering of city officials, coaches
and players because of the popularity
given to them by fervent St Louis
sports fans.
In recent months, KSDK Channel
5 has given a forum to these writers on
a show called Sports Plus 30. The socalled panel of experts are subjected
to questions from callers, and of late,
live studio audiences . .
Unfortunately, most of the airtime is sucked up by someone who is
not even a newspaper writer. KSDRadio's Kevin Slaton, who jumped
quickly from the sinking ship known
as KASP-Radio, an all-sports station,
uses the precious air-time too rail
everyone and everything.
Even though a sportswriter is
given more of a free reign in coverage
than others on the staff, he must still
be objective. Slaton's comments are
mostly asinine inuendo' s, and he looks
and dresses like an ageing, overgrown
. kid.

.

If writing is a hostile act, then
Slaton would be.the biggest bully of
us all.
Sportswriters on the professional
level get paid to relive an event Game
stories are their biggest moments to
shine. The action and outcome are the
meat of these stories.
Whether or not you have attended
the game, a sportswriter can let your
imagination watch Ozzie Smith dive
into the hole, to make a game-saving
stop, or Brett Hull wind up and unleash his lethal slapshot.
A sportswriters job is to describe
how green the stadium grass is. Toput
the reader behind the plate, waiting
for Nolan Ryan's fastball to arrive. A
radargun can't describe just how fast
that is.
Amplification is another important part in the sportswriters blueprint
for success. Digging for and sifting
through quotes gives the story life.
Even though written copy for radio
provides more depth than television,
sportswriting takes the audience one
step further.
The students at UM:SL are very
sports-wise. Most can give you the
West Coast scores, overnight trades
and even quotes.
That's right. Instead of reading
their Shakespeare, back row puck
philosophers spout the verse of Caron
and Maxvill. They are S1. Louis Blues
General Manager Ron Caron and
Cardinals G.M. Dal MaxviIl.
What is the Post's catch-phrase?
Get a grip on yoW" world. Please.
"The meat is on the burner" - Ron

Caron

Missed scoring opportunities and
poor transitional play led to the first
loss in 1992, for the UM:-St Louis
women's soccer team.
With a roster full of freshmen and
sophomores, the University of Kentucky Wildcats scratched out a 2-1 win,
yesterday, at Don Dallas Memorial
Field. Of the 27 players on the Wildcat
roster, 21 were freshmen.
"We fell out of our gameplan, and
missed a lot of shots today,"
Riverwomen head coach Ken Hudson
saidJ "We had four or five scoring

between their fullbocks andmidfielders.
Riverwomen midfielders had only two
shots on goal for the game.
''We could have won this ballgame,
but we didn't do the things that were
necessary," Hudson said. "We didn't
take the ball outside to pressure their
'ba:ks. And they,denied us the ball to
our forwards outside."
The Wildcats scored their gamewinner with less than 17 minutes left in
regulation. Midfielder Sara Morrison
dribbled the ball to the right of the
Riverwomen goal and fooled fullback
Kim Beeman. Morrison then sent a
crossing pass that freshman Leslie
Meacham headed in from 10-yardsout,

chances, but couldn't get the ball on
goal."
This was' most evident with the
final seconds ofthe game ticking away.
The Riverwomen gained possession
of the ball with 20 seconds remaining
in regulation, but were deep in their
own end.
MoniettaSlayandKelly Donahue
connected on passes, and Donahue
sent forward Kim Miller streaking
toward the goal. After racing in on the
Kentucky goal, Miller let a wild shot
go that was 10-yardswide as the game
ended.
Hudson said the Riverwomen
needed to practice at the transition

Photo: Attie M. Ali

HOLD ON: Forward Monietta Slay (2) scored two goals @ St. Joseph's.

Redmond Readies
Rivermen For Road
By Jack C. Wang

willretum to the starting lineup.
"I hope to,play this weekend,"
Frederking said. "I've been out for
., The forward position was to be a seven weeks and have not had any
strong point for this year's UM:-St. extensive running, sprinting or cutLouis men's soccer team. But All- ting. I hope it doesn 't take me long to
American forget my touch
ward
Craig
back, but I
Frederking has
know I won't
yet to practice and
be as shlUJl besophomore forcause I've been
ward Tom Edgar
out so long."
injured his knee
Co a ch
Sept. 7 against
Redmond
Lindenwood.
hopes
that
Edgar could
Frederking can
be out of action
see some limfor up to six
ited action this
weeks. "Iplanted
weekend
and turned, but
against Wismy left leg stayed
consinand I heard a
Parkside and
pop," Edgar said.
Mercyhurst in
The injury
Kenosha, Wis.
appears to be the
"We'll fight
same one that
like crazy for
Edgar suffered during summer league two wins," Redmond said.
play. "I definitely came back too
In the Gaffney's/Adidas Classic
soon; I had felt good and thought it held at the Don Dallas Soccer Field
was hea1ed all the way,"Edgar admit- Sept 5 and 7, the Rivermen fmished
ted.
second to Lindenwood College, who
Senior forward Craig Frederlcing defeated UM:-St. Louis 2-1. Junior
is still recovering from a muscle tear
in his groin. Frederking believes that See SOCCER, page 8
it is "touch and go" as far as when he
Current sports reporter

Photo: Timm Eu

A Goalie's Goal:
Hulsey .&pires To Save ·Season
By Jack C. Wang
Current sports reporter

At Vianney High School last
year, men's soccer goalie JeffHulsey
helped his team and head coach
Mike Villa to a 28 - 1~1 record.
Even more amazing is that in
the games that Hulsey started for
the Griffins in 1991, he compiled a
26-1-1 record with 13 shutouts. He
allowed 19 goals for a 0.65 goals
against average. Hulsey received

First Team All-State and Third Team
All-Metro honors during his tremendous senior season at Vianney.
Not bad for a player who didn 't start
playing goalie until seventh or eighth
grade. Before that, Hulsey played
sweeper, but liked playing goalkeeper
because "you don 'thave to run as much
and just sit back there."
Now Jeff Hulsey has brought his
talents to UM-St Loui~.' men's soccer
team. Head coach Tom Redmond is
pleased to have him for the 1991 season.

Volleyball' 2nd in
Red & Gold

See SCRATCH, page 8
. "IthinkJeffwilldowell,"Redmond
said. "He has the potential to be very
good."
For opponents trying to score on
the young freshman goalkeeper, his
6' 1" 160 pounds will be enough to
deter most shooters. 'Tm aggressive," Hulsey said. "I like to come
out and challenge the shooter."
Plans originally were set for
Hulsey to back up incumbent goalkeeper Mark Dulle. But the accidental shooting death of Dulle has
left Redmond using Hulsey as the
number one goalie much sooner than
the coaching staff anticipated.
Hulsey hopes that his "success
at the high school level carries over
into the Division II level."
"We have a pretty good team
this year," Hulsey said. "Our defense is good also, and good defense
in high school helped a lot and will
help here at UM:-St Louis."
In fact, his former coach at
V ianney thinks Hulsey will do well.
"Jeff is a steady goalkeeper,"
Villa said. "He doesn't make mistakes ifth~defense plays well. With
the unfortunate situation that happened at UM:-St Louis, stepping in
right away for the Rivennen will
help Jeff gain some college experience, and I think he'll do a good job

See GOAL.IE, page 8
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Set To Take Show On The Road
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by Matthew J. Forsythe
associate sports editor

!

Vying for a Division II national
tournament berth is a job that never
ends fOl: the UM:-St. Louis volleyball
team. This goal is "always in front of
them as they continue down the
season's long road.
After their fIrst four games, the
Riverwomen are playing strong. They
fInished second in last week's Red
and Gold Classic. Now they prepare
to go on the road where they will be
facing some tough, top-20 opponents.
If they can continue to play at the
. Photo: Timm Eu
same level as the Oassic, their opBLOCKIN': A Kampwerth Reject!
ponents should beware.
"We played an extremely smart
Denise Silvester, head coach of
the Riverwomen, thought the match against Alaska-Anchorage.
Riverwomen put in a good perfor- They had taken Wayne State to five
mance against their opponents in the
Red and Gold.
See HE llERS, page 7

Billy Crystal stars and makes
his motion picture directorial debut in "MR. SATURDAY NIGHT,"
a humorous yet touching story
spanning 50 years in the life and
career of a stand-up comic. The
comedy/drama Is a Columbia
Pictures Release from Castle ~q~fJ.1!J
Rock Entertainment.

>

I

said hercooditioning, as well as the rest
of the team's must improve.

for her second goal of the game.
Riverwomen seniorCarmenLlorico
was not too happy with the loss. And

Do You Want VISA & MasterCard Credit Cards?
Now you can have two of the most recognized and
accepted credit cards In the world_.Vlsa e and MasterCarde
c~lt cards. ..Mln your name.MEVEN IF YOU ARE NEW IN
CREDIT or"HAVE BEEN ruRNED DOWN BEFORE!

------------------------,STUDENT SERVICES. BOX 17924.PLANTATION.FL 33318
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games and we beat them in three. We
played a very smart, tactical match,"
Silvester said
Wayne State ultimately took the
Championship from UM-St. Louis by
the score of (15-6), 10-15, (15-4), 1115 and 14-16. Silvester had a tough
time explaining the reason for the
loss.
"We just couldn't execute at the
end. We outplayed them, but when
we beat them we beat them pretty bad.
I don't know if we were tired or we
were afraid to make a mistake because this was a championship match,"
Silvester said
Players were equally mystified
by the team's loss in the championship match.
"When we click, we click, and
when we're off a little bit, our whole
game is off," Russann Overbey said.
Overall, Silvester was pleased
with the Red and Gold Classic. "Other
than being unable to close at the end,

I was very happy with our performance."
"We are able to work as a team no
matter who is in," said Cindy Stoerger
about the team spirit.
Now the Riverwomen take their
show on the road, tackling four tournaments that will be stocked full of
top-20 opponents. The toughest team
that they will face is North Dakota
State. The team has been preparing
for this match for some time.
"We've been practicing all week.
We playa team in practice that plays
the same kind of defense as North
Dakota State. So, hopefully, that will
help us when we play [North Dakota
State] on the road," said Stoerger.
North Dakota State is presently
No.2 in the country and climbing.
They recently knocked the No.1 team
all the way down to sixth place.
"They are head and shoulders
above the rest. There aren't toomany
teams in the country that are going to

be able to touch them," Silvester said.
"We can't try to out-match them athletically. What we have to try to do is
outsmart them and hope to get some
breaks."
As for the rest of the competition,
Silvester said that the on-the-road play
will be anything but easy. .
"The Central Missouri Challenge
is extremely tough, and the Round
Robin is going to be very tough. We
have to play three matches in a row
Friday, and we are going to be very
evenly matched with a lot of those
schools. The play is going to be very ,
very difficult," Silvester said
Silvester said that some wins in
this series of tournaments could definitely make the Riverwomen's year.
On the other hand, Silvester said the
team could bury themselves so deep
that they would be digging out for the
rest of the year if they play poorly.
Hopefully, the team will play to make
their year and not to break their year.

will be against regional opponents.
"Mercy hurst , Parkside, MissouriRolla, Northeast Missouri State, and
Oakland will be the five key games
for us." Redmond said, who also added
that "a win against Tampa or F10rida
Tech would help in terms of oost-

season play."
Playing Washington University
on Sept. 16 will "carry no virtual
importance in comparison with
Mercyhurst and Wisconsin-Parks ide
despite the local rivalry," Redmond
said.
Although the season has just gotten underway, Redmond likes what
he sees from his new players.

Soccer from page 6

IRONICALLY, THE TIME TO START
SAVING FOR RETIREMENT IS WHEN IT LOOKS
LIKE YOU CAN LEAST AFFORD IT.

C

an't afford to save for retirement?
The truth is, you can't afford not to.
Not when you realize that your retirement
can last 20 to 30 years or more. You'll want
to live at least as comfortably then as you
do now. And that takes planning.
By starting to save now, you can take
advantage of tax-deferral and give your
money time'to compound and grow.
Consider this: set aside just $100 each
month beginning at age 30 and you can
accumulate over $192,539* by the time
you reach age 65. But wait ten years and
you'll have to budget $227each month
to reach the same goal.

Even if you're not counting the years to
retirement, you can count on TIAA-CREF
to help you build the future you deserve~
with flexible retirement and tax-deferred
annuity plans, a diverse portfolio of investment choices, and a record of personal
service that spans 75 years.
Over a million people in education and
research put TIAA-CREF at the top of
their list for retirement planning. Why not
join them?
Call today and learn how simple it is
to build a secure tomorrow when you
have time and TIAA-CREF working on
your side.

Start plannitItJ your future. Ca.U our EnroUment Hotline 1 800 842-2888.

Ensuring the future
for those who shape it. 51.<

forward Scott Spies scored the lone
goal against Lindenwood. Senior
rnidfielder Scott Litschgi was also
named the tournament's top offensive player.
Redmond believes that for the rest
of the season, the five toughest games
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All Rivermen And
Women Drop Anchor At (J;

@

After The Game Or
Any Old Time!!

Ladies Night.Tuesday 7 p.m .• ?
bar rail drinks .50 &
glass of draft beer only .50
plus other special drinks

~
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Men's Night.Thursday 7 p.m.·?
glass of draft beer .75 &
$3 for a pitcher
piUS other speCial drinks

(j)

CARRY OUT BEER ON SUNDAYS!!
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"Jeff Hulsey, Joe
Fisch, Todd Rick and
Dean Dallas have all
stood out."
-Tom Redmond
"Jeff Hulsey, Joe Fisch, Todd Rick
and Dean Dallas have all stood out,"
Redmond said. "Hulsey came into a
impossible situation, but Jeff has
handled himself well. Joe has played
stopper-back in two college games
(Sonoma State and Lindenwood) with
intensity, and that's a credit to him."
Redmond is also excited to have
Dean come to UM-St Louis. "I'm
sure he had mixed emotions about
going to the school where his father
built the program," Redmondsaid.
Speaking of exciting, freshman
midfielder Todd Rick is also a player
Redmond is pleased with.
"Every time Todd takes the field,
he turns another head. He's gaining
more confidence when he gets the
ball, and he'll become a crowd favorite."

Why Hassle With An
Answering Machine?
Introducing GallNotes a n ew voice
message servic.e from Southwestern
Bell that will ...
take messages while your roommate is on the phone, AND
keep them s-e-p-a-r-a-t-e and private from your roommates', AND
let you pick them up from any touch-tone phone ... anywhere
... anytime, AND
let you save (or delete) each message ... individually, ALL
for less than a medium pizza (regular price, not 4 bucks)

Call now and receive a studenVfaculty discount of
20% -until Jan 1, 1993 -- AND the installation is FREE!

Why haven't you called yet?
1-800-824-4424 ext. 24

SCHOOL TIES

AVAILABLE IN MOST AREAS

{

CALLNolES. THE ANSWER YOU·VE BEEN , AiliNG FOR.
·Southwestern Bell Messaging Services walves its CallNotes $9.00 installation chtrge and pays the $7.75
installation charge for a Southwestern Bell telephone company call forwarding fer,ture. Regular prices start
at $8.95 per month, and include a $2.00 tariITed monthly rate for the telephone company call forwarding
feature. Applicable taxes not included. Discount applies to CallNotes service only.
\-
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Attention AU Student Groups!
Attend UMSL's Homecoming Sports Spirit Event
(Homecoming Court to be Presented st Halftime)

Oct. 4 Soccer Game, Rivennen vs. Oakland
-2pm @Don Dal/as Memorial Soccer Field

Scratch from page 6
"} don't know what it is going to
take," said an exasperated LIorico. "I
run all of the time, but I guess that is just
not good enough. When yoUr tired you
have less control of the ball.
"They were a good team. They had
the size and the speed. We just didn't
prove we could win today."
When told of LIorico's comment
of not being conditioned, Hudson
laughed. 'That doesn't look good for
us because Cannen' s the fittest person

on the team."
Kentucky scored the first goal of
the match at the 32: 11 mark. Meacham
took control of the ball in a scramble in
front of the Riverwomen' s net and put
the ball in the upper.righthand corner.
Llorico thought she had the area protected.
"I was there, and ~d the ball protected,butshe(Meacham)knockedthe
ball off of me."
Miller tied the game for the

"1 don't know what it is
going to take./ run all the
time, but I guess that is
just not good enough.
When your tired you
have less control of the
bal/."
- Carmen Uorico

Riverwomen eight minutes into the
second half. She scored her first goal of
the year 011 a nice crossing pass from
Donahue. Miller had 21 points for the
Riverwomen as a freshman, but injuries led to a shortened campaign for her
last season.
TheRiverwomen begin a two-week
road trip Saturday, beginning with
Northeast Missouri State. After a game
the following day against Quincy, the
Riverwomen travel north to face Loycla
(Sep. 25) and Wisconsin-Green bay
(Sep.26).

Goalie from page 6

~ A~~!!T,'!.~O~':2 r~~!!, new

appliances, new carpet, some furnished. 6 month or 1 year
lease. $285·$295. OR a 2 bedroom, 1 bath apartment: $315·$350.
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A, SIMPLE RECIPE

DECEMBER 14·21
5, 6 OR 7 NIGH TS
JANUARY 2·14 :;; 5 OR 7 NIGHTS
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Bermuda Heights

5, 6 OR 7 NIGHTS
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FOR HELPING THOSE
W ITH HIVjAIDS.

FOOD OUTREACH COOKS
AND DELIVERS GOOD,

in college."

Both Hulsey and assistant coach
Gary leGrand agree that working on
crosses is what Jeff needs to improve
on. Crosses are when opposing play'ers try to score by kicking the ball in
from a comer of the goal. "Crosses are
such a big difference in college as
compared to high school," leGrand
sai<i "Jeff also needs to be more vocal
and take charge. He shouldn't be afraid
to yell at his defense. Our experienced
players at defense will help Jeff."
''Ifeelcomfortableandrelaxedback
there in goal now that the team has
accepted me," Hulsey said.
leGrand also feels that "J eff needs
to get himself prepared as the number
one goalkeeper, and that mental preparation is needed to get him into the
mode of starting."
Those who have doubts about a

true freshman starting the season as
the number one goalie' are missing the
point

"Jeff's very capable of playing
wellforus,"LeGrandsaid. "We proved
that last year with frestunan goalie
MarkLynn. I'm not saying Jeff will do
what Mark Lynn did (nine games
started, seven shutouts), but he is capable of coming in and playing very
well for us."
LeGrand admits, "It' s important
for Jeff to get off to a good start this
weekend (against Sonoma State) for
himself, and that he has confidence in
himself. He must know that the team
can play in front of him, and if they
make a mistake, the team won't be
afraid because they know that Jeff will
make a big save or stop for us."
JeffHulsey plans to major in business here at UM·St Louis.

HEA.LTHY MLA.LS FOR
ANYONE WHO IS LIVING

WITH HIV!AlDS,
SIMPLE, BL'T NOT E.'\SY.

O UR REClPE REQUIRES

P.-\CK :\J\)O DELIVER .

\.."JF K

Have Your Prescription filled during class ...

(v\.\;'\)'

COM MITTED

VOL

TIERS TO COOK, .

A BIG KITCHEN . H UGE AMOUNTS

D. FREEZERS TO STORE THE C(AjKED RX)O. ·

• Delivery Available
• Com puterized Pr .e scription

Relief is just
seconds
from campus!

Drug Interaction, Screenin g

/\', \D THE GE, · ERO~:;n1' OF MANY PElJPLE.

• Patient Counseling on the
WO~ 'T 't'l)U J() I, 1 l'S ? YOUR TIME OR OONATI )

1

WILL

HEll (iUR SI:\1PLE RECIPE K'EEP W RKIN().

Correct Use of
Prescription Drugs

F, X. Ou[ r~a ch

9 a,m. to 8 p.m.
Mon.· Frl.

385-5400
__ ,________________ ______________ L_-=========================
A \ ·"la1l!e.:r Scn'lce Tn P cTSOJ1\ Ut'l ng \\;'irh HI\ '/.'\/DS .
-1 579 Lac bk ,-\"':.,

S ui r~

J09. Sr, L" Ui,.!vIO 63108

(314) 36i- 4461

9 a,m. to 1 p,m.
Sat.

7605 Natural Bridge Rd.

You can load your shelve5with these,
$1216

$999

Apple Macintosh PowerBook'"145 4/40

Apple Macintosh Classic®II

Apple Macintosh LC II

Apple Macintosh IIsi

r buy aMadntoshthat's already loaded.
.1

Get a greal value on your choice of these Apple®Macintosh®
But hurry, because student aid like this is only available through
computers p~
us over $400 worth of pre loaded software: The American Oct. 15, 1992 - and only from your authorized Apple campus reseller.
Heritage Dictl ,nary with Roget's Thesaurus, the Random House
Encyclopedia, e\orrect Grammar, ResumeWriter and Calendar Creator.

The Macintosh Student Aid Package._®

For further information visit the Bookstore
Hours: Mon-Thur.: 7:30-7:30, Fri.:7:30·4:00 or ca11553-6054 or 533-5763
© 1992 Apple CompUier. Inc. :\ppll'. rhe Appk logo, anti Mac irHos h :1ft.: regi!'r~f(xl rraUl->f!13rks of r'\pple Computer, Inc. Cl:iSSic is a registereutndt:mark lice n~ed to Apple Computer, Inc PowerBook ~ a trademark of Ap ~le Cum purer, l~r. The Random Huuse Ent)'dnpedia isa trademark of Rlndom House, Irk". Amerk:m Heritage E\e,:tmni( OklillO'U"Y. Eknronic
Thesaurus. and CorrocT"",' dcvclopc<i hy H'; lgilron Mlmin Company. puhl"her of The American Hentage Dictionary and Roge,'s II, The New The"urus. Com:cTeX( underl~ing lechnology developed by lAnguage Syslems, Inc. Calendar Crearor '" In demark arPower Up Software Corpor.lIion. ResumeWriler is alrJdenl:lfk of BOOlwJ'>: Sotiw-lre Company. Inc.
\' ,VI prmluu name.' 'Jre Ihe Ir.ldemark nf Ihe ir rt'penivc holders. Olfer glK>d nn the MacinlUsh Power Book 1454/40 configuration only.

